“Claudio Ranieri? Really?” this was how a bemused Gary Lineker, the English football legend, tweeted when in July 2016 the Italian coach was chosen to train Leicester City. He was not taking this, or the Italian coach, in fact Ranieri.将队带到英超冠军。
The same as for the head, King Cruddas's story is the epitome of rescue and redemption. He had raised 130 shillings for 145 from a corner shop, yet he was having a difficult time. The 1992-93 season saw Leicester City's football club reach the semi-finals of the FA Cup, with Cruddas scoring 11 goals in 20 games. His first ever goal was scored against Arsenal, and he went on to become the club's top scorer that season. Cruddas's story is one of perseverance and hard work, inspiring others to follow his path to success.